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How Much Wildfire Smoke is in the
House?

Have you noticed the smoke outside?
*Cough* Yeah, we've noticed too. But
there are steps you can take to reduce
the amount of smoke you are exposed
to inside your home.

In a new study, scientists from the
University of California, Berkeley, used
data from 1,400 indoor air sensors and
even more outdoor air sensors included
on the crowdsourced PurpleAir network
to find out how well residents of the
San Francisco and Los Angeles
metropolitan areas were able to protect
the air inside their homes on days
when the air outside was hazardous.

They found that, by taking steps like
closing up their houses and using
filtration indoors, people were able to
cut the infiltration of PM2.5 particulate

matter to their homes by half on wildfire

Reduce the Vulnerability of
Buildings to Wildfire

With fire on our minds, many are
thinking about what they can do to
weather another fire season. The good
news is that there is much that can be
done to improve the odds of home
survival! Preparing for wildfire doesn't
need to be costly either. One way to
protect the home is by looking at
landscaping on a property. A new, free
publication has been created with this
focus. 

UCCE Advisors Yana Valachovic,
Stephen L. Quarles, and Steven V.
Swain have created: Reducing the
Vulnerability of Building to Wildfire:
Vegetation and Landscaping Guidance.
This publication describes how embers,
radiant heat, and direct flame contact
ignite buildings and shares low-cost
actions residents can take to create

https://mailchi.mp/e205f56a7826/ucce-newsinformationupdates-may-4744054?e=[UNIQID]
https://www.pnas.org/content/118/36/e2106478118
https://anrcatalog.ucanr.edu/pdf/8695.pdf


days. 

And there is even more you can do to
protect indoor air during fire season!
You can invest in an air filtration
system. If those are sold out or you
need a more cost effective solution -
you can build your own for less than
$50 using a box fan, a MERV-rated
furnace filter and some tape. 

Read the wildfire smoke blog post to
find out more.

effective defensible space. 
 

“The new publication is up-to-date with
the changes in California's defensible
space guidance, and it addresses Zone
Zero, or the missing ingredient, in
defense space,” Valachovic said. “The
publication also provides a thoughtful
discussion of plant lists and their
limitations.” 

Read more of the authors' thoughts in
the landscaping with wildfire exposure
in mind blog post.
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